
Capital Vault Incorporated

Trade & Technology Group –  TTG CBO Notes

Custom Build Options -  dynamic, practical and rewarding options
for prospective customers, developer and the custom builder, contractor or supplier

When we are very focused and have a specific product in mind to build that people can 
identify with quickly and agree in essence with the idea, organization, people, technology, 
products and services, we have organized Custom Build Options. This is for people who want 
to be part of the action right now, who know what they like and want, who are decisive and  
solidly confident in the direction they choose, like to converge resources, amplify the 
collective enthusiasm and energy with rare opportunities, help accelerate progress, be 
involved, optimize potential, exercise options and benefit from amazing advantages and 
rewards.

Contributions to the Custom Build Options are:

Dedicated to total resources and logistics to make it happen and utilized for prototype, super  
prototype, custom production and modified custom build products by experienced expertise 
with resources, co-development and infrastructure to make the job easier for everyone. This 
can be integrated with general, specific conventional and advanced technology, products and 
product line and may involve any number of custom or designated components as part of the 
total CBO package.

Unified and integrated with various types of proposals and contracts, purchase orders, joint 
ventures, business combinations or  co-development with those that have resources, interest 
and are dedicated to the project where appropriate.  This works with and for the custom 
builder, contractor or supplier and the customer, in addition to those who desire to contribute  
in some way either directly or indirectly. This enables a lot more combinations of opportunity, 
wealth and capacity to be realized, in addition to the features, benefits, VIP bonus and much  
more in very exciting, personal and rewarding and experience for everyone. You can tell the 
excitement by the eyes.

Market & Product Diversification:

Primarily focused on custom build high quality products that are precision made having 
outstanding design elements, performance spec’s, with built in excellence and value offered 
by people who take great pride in their work dedicated to their trade, craft, profession and 
zone of expertise. Now, does that sound like someone you want working for you?

Offered in co-operation with Capital Vault Incorporated and the custom builder, contractor or 
supplier (who may also be an Integrated Business Unit or a Business Options Agent, 
generally an entrepreneur or company), for the future customer (who is or will be or  CVI-
Member/Co-Trustee).
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Capital Vault Incorporated

TTG CBO Notes – continued

TTG Custom Build Options have: 

☑ Conversion rights & options, revenue stream options, future investment or acquisition rights 
& options. This means you save money, capitalize on deal making now and in the future.

☑ Integrated with more challenge, potential and reward that ground floor opportunities offer 
with CVI-Options for global unlimited asset and resource deployment. If you want to move 
money and buy something custom and do private and personal business, this is the place.

☑ Fixed and variable development timelines, multiple opportunities that may include any 
number of integrated business unit options, investment options, special events and of course 
all kinds of VIP options which is the whole idea in customization. The member customer may 
submit detailed plans, concept drawings or other materials, with general or specific 
performance or operating specifications and anything important or relevant. Streamlined.

☑ These can be used with conditional sales or acquisition programs, contracts or 
agreements, purchase orders, as an individual or group may desire to buy, trade, acquire, any 
type of lease arrangement, secure title, fractional ownership, control or other benefit in any 
way, including revenue streams, from their participation and contribution in Custom Build 
Options. An amazing deal, but a standard operating system that comes with the big picture.

☑ Convertible options exercised by customers into product acquisition subject to a certain 
stage of development or completion, testing, certification, business combinations, joint 
venture or investment provisions or other criteria. More flexibility with trust and verify.

☑ Various agreements configured for the custom builder in consideration of increased options 
for specific customer requirements, the proposal contract and all kinds of amazing innovative 
business and capital solutions we offer. Make it happens friends looking after you, awesome!

☑ Rewarding long term relationships based on mutual goals and going in the same direction 
is important. Securing maximum advantage in related opportunities concerning acquisitions, 
investment, key personnel and being part of make it happen team. In accordance with the 
"Executive Summary" idea is the Custom Build Options Summary. We like back to basics.

☑ Although the "To Build List" grows every week, a certain level of co-operation, energy and 
resource expenditures are required to get started, combining trust and confidence to advance 
forward, acquire all types of additional resources and making measurable progress is all part  
of mission tasking exercising courage, resourcefulness, organized talent and infrastructure.  If 
you want to be rare part of a make it happen team, this is a good start!

☑ To participate in and benefit from fantastic Custom Build Options, please sign up to the 
Trade & Technology Group and forever change your idea about building great things 
together.

☑ This is about money and power, knowing what you want and getting it, easy. Trades,  
technology, resources, expertise, infrastructure and people are focused on one thing only, the 
custom build option with your name on it!
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Capital Vault Incorporated

Trade & Technology Group     Order Option TTG     CBO Series
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